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PCB Handling Machine for

SMT Assembly Production

Overview:
Bentec ’s PCB handling products are used to connect process equipments (screen printers, P&P machine, reflow ovens,
Inspection system,test equipment etc.) , Each unit has an on-board control system which allows it to operate
independently. Each unit can be linked to others in the system by utilizing their upstream and downstream SMEMA
communications.All units have ESD safe designs and are CE marked.
H450 Features

H450 Specifications

Enclosed design ensures highest level of safety.

Adopts the “SICK” Senser.
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Safety door switch for security protection

Other Related Products:
All electrical parts certificated by CE

CYX Inspection Conveyor

CYX Linking Conveyor

LDV Vaccum Loader

ULDC NG OK Unloader

LED Long Board Production

Standard Coating Production
Multi Magazine Loader
LDB460XL

Linking Conveyor
CYA460XL

Coating Machine
SC-445

Coating Conveyor
CYCC460XL

IR-2030P
IR Curing Oven

Linking Conveyor
CYA460XL

Multi Magazine Unloader
ULDB460XL

Conformal Coating Production with Dual Coating Process ( bottom board return)
Option 1 : FLASH-OFF BUFFER / CHAIN C/V
Option 2 : CURING OVEN IR-2030P / 2000mm LENGTH

Multi Magazine Loader
LDB460XL

Elevator Conveyor
TRD460XL

Flip Conveyor
TRA460XL

Linking Conveyor
CYA460XL

Coating Machine
SC-445

Flash-Off Buffer Stocker
(10 PCBs) STC460XL

Coating Conveyor
CYCC460XL

Elevator Conveyor
TRD460XL

Linking Conveyor
CYA460XL

Multi Magazine Unloader
ULDB460XL

A
B

There is a detector on elevaor can recongize A / B
side of board，A side board will be transfer to next
station directly,B side board will be rotated 180°,
also it can send signal to coating system for
different process

There is a detector on elevaor can recongize A / B
side of board，B side board will be transfter to
unloader, and It will lifts down A side board and
return it to the front for B side process

PCB Return Conveyor
CYA460XL-LW

Conformal Coating Production with Dual Coating Process ( top board return)
Option 1 : FLASH-OFF BUFFER / CHAIN C/V
Option 2 : CURING OVEN IR-2030P / 2000mm LENGTH

Multi Magazine Loader
LDB460XL

Elevator Conveyor
TRD460XL

Flip Conveyor
TRA460XL

Linking Conveyor
CYA460XL

Coating Machine
SC-445

Ruring Oven
IR-2030P

Coating Conveyor
CYCC460XL

Elevator Conveyor
TRD460XL

Linking Conveyor
CYA460XL

Multi Magazine Unloader
ULDB460XL

PCB Return Conveyor
CYA460XL-UP

A
B

There is a detector on elevaor can recongize A / B
side of board，A side board will be transfer to next
station directly,B side board will be rotated 180°,
also it can send signal to coating system for
different process

There is a detector on elevaor can recongize A / B
side of board，B side board will be transfter to
unloader, and It will lifts down A side board and
return it to the front for B side process

Lead Free Relow Oven for

SMT Soldering Solution
M6/M8 Details

Overview:
Bentec provides different reflow soldering solution to global customers, from economy type to high quality lead free reflow
ovens

Bentec’s Lead Free Reflow Oven Machines:
E4/E6 Features
Touchscreen and PLC control system
Stainless steel mesh belt and chain conveyor
Max PCB width 300mm
invidual hot air convection zones
Aluminum heating plate
E4/E6

E4/E6 Specifications
Model

E4
Upper 4/Bottom 4

Upper 6/Bottom 6

Heating Tunnel

980mm

1540mm

Dimension(mm)

L2018*W888*H1271

L2552*W888*H1271

Temperature Range

Temperature-350 ဲ

Model

E8

Heating Zones

Upper 8/Bottom 8

Upper 10/Bottom 10

Heating Tunnel

3110mm

3890mm

Dimension(mm)

L5310*W1350*H1490

L6100*W1353*H1490

Temperature Range

Temperature-350ဲ

Power Series Features
PC and PLC control system
Stainless steel mesh belt and chain conveyor
Max PCB width 400mm
invidual hot air convection zones
Aluminum heating plate

E6

Heating Zones

SIEMENS PLC+PID closed loop control to
achieve high precise temperature control and
repeatable profiles.

Power Series Specifications
E10

PowerOven-e8 / e8D / E10 / E10D / E12 / E12D

HF Series Features

The long heating zones are able to get high
production efficency and throughput
Modular design to get quick and simple
maintenance.

Other Related Products:

HC-8 Temperature Profiler

Program
Full English interface, easy to be operated
which can stock more than 50 groups
parameters with recommended leaded/leaded
free temperature / speed setting before
machine be delivered. You can master how to
operate it within 10 minutes.

Selective Soldering System Offer

flexibility for TH applications
Details

Overview:
Bentec combine the advantageous of German design & quality control with China mature supply chain , provide the quality
selective soldering machine with the most competitive pricing. We have set up global sales & service channel. No matter
where you located, we have skilled distributors or factory’s engineer to support you.

Bentec’s Selective Soldering System:
FLEX-I2 Features
ANT-I1 Features
Ant-i1 is an offline table top compact offline selective
soldering machine. Solder pot and flux sprayer is fixed,
PCB is moved by x/y/z with servo motor, inline n2
heating system, Soldering path and fluxing path can
be programming by PC, Live-on camera to show the
soldering process

ANT-I1

ANT-I2 Features

ANT-I2

FLEX-I2

PCB dimension： 50x50---350x260mm
Motion Control: Servo motors for X,Y,Z
Heat-up time:35min
0D[WHPSHUDWXUHဲ
Mini Wave Nozzles： Dia 2 to 5mm
Max top PCB component height :50mm
Max bottom PCB component height:30mm
N2 Temp PID Control Range ：aဲ

PCB dimension： 50x50---350x215mm (when use two wave
nozzles parallely) 50x50---350x450mm (when use only one
solder nozzle) Motion Control: Servo motors for X,Y,Z
+HDWXSWLPHPLQ0D[WHPSHUDWXUHဲ
Mini Wave Nozzles： Dia 2 to 5mm
Max top PCB component height :50mm
Max bottom PCB component height:30mm
N2 Temp PID Control Range ：aဲ

PCB will be moved in machine with stainless steel
wheels conveyor system, after it's stopped by stopper,
it will be side clamped by rear clamper cylinder, then
the spray fluxer will start to work under setting
program, after that the same table will move x,y,z1,z2
to move different solder pot under PCB for selective
soldering. During whole process, the top preheater can
be on to help keep the PCB's temperature.

PCB dimension： 50x50---450x508mm
Conveying height ： 900±30 mm
Motion Control: Servo motors for X,Y,Z
Heat-up time:35min
0D[WHPSHUDWXUHဲ
Mini Wave Nozzles： Dia 2 to 5mm
Max top PCB component height :50mm
Max bottom PCB component height:30mm
N2 Temp PID Control Range ：aဲ

MAS-i2 Selective Soldering Machine is formed by 3
processes as blow and all the processes are integrated
into one compact machine. Selective spray flux part: It
can do selectively flux spraying to required position on
PCB. Preheating part: It will heat up the PCB and
active the flux performance. Selective soldering part :
It can do selectively soldering to required pad on PCB.

Standard equipped with drop jet valve from
Germany originally, which can meet dia 4mm
flux dot dimension.

ANT-I2 Specifications

Ant-i2 is an offline table top compact offline selective
soldering machine. PCB is moved by X/Y table with
servo motor, Solder pot is moved in Z with servo motor,
drop jet flux is moved in Z with aircylinder. Standard
equip two Drop jet fluxer, bottom preheating, selective
solder pot,two wave tunnel & nozzle, two inline N2
heater, auto wave height calibration, live-on camera,
Windows 10 English software.

MAS-31 Features

MAS-I2

FLEX-I2 Specifications
ANT-I1 Specifications

Ultrasonic spray valve，Superior through-hole
penetration, a result of small droplet size (~38
µm)，Compatible with ALL fluxes Self-clean_x0002_ing ultrasonic nozzle means no clogging
，Gentle and confined spray proven to greatly
reduce flux ，High efficiency, repeatable, and
minimal maintenancesplattering, a common
contributor to defects in selective soldering

MAS-31 Specifications

PCB dimension： 50x50---508x508mm
50x50---450x508mm(option fiducial camera)
Conveying height ： 900±30 mm
Motion Control: Servo motors for X,Y,Z
+HDWXSWLPHPLQ0D[WHPSHUDWXUHဲ
Mini Wave Nozzles： Dia 2 to 5mm
Max top PCB component height :50mm
Max bottom PCB component height:30mm
N2 Temp PID Control Range ：aဲ

FLEX-i2-i2 and MAS-i2 are equipped with two
independent solder pot,XY common,Z axis
independent.solder pot spacing program
adjustment.Based on the application of double
soldering z-axis, solder pot A can be equipped
with large nozzle soldering heat absorption
large piece

Other Related Products:

SelMate4 Nitrogen generating system

Customized Fixture

Original German electromagnetic pump provide
reliable & stable performance，No mechanical
wear and tear, no consumable for wave pump
& impeller, no solder dross generated by
impeller, longer unstop working time for
machine.

Wave Solder System For

Thru-Hole Process

Overview:
Bentec series wave soldering systems are designed to deliver" Best in industry" for topside hole fill, process control, and
performance in PCB manufacturing. This series wave soldering systems produce the best performance in fluxing, preheat
capability, best wave solder dynamics, complete process flexibility, and most extensive process monitoring and control
capabilities.Nitrogen models also can be provided.

Bentec’s Wave Soldering Machines:
E400 Features
Touchscreen and PLC control system
1 individual bottom hot air preheat zone
Full Titanium dual wave solder pot
Solder pot in/out automatically
Max PCB width 400 mm

E400 Specifications

Win 10 OS with Intellectronics Design, English
Language on-screen is most convenience for
operating.

Transport width：400mm
Conveyor Speed：0-1600mm/min
Solder Pot：Titanium
Wave Nozzle：Titanium
Machine Dimensions：2900(L)*1150(W)*1350(H)

E400

180/45 Features
Win 10 OS with Intellectronics Design
Modularization High efficiency pre-heater
Standard Durable cast iron solder pot
Pot in/out / up/down driven by motor
Max PCB width 350/450mm

180/45 Specifications
Transport width：450mm
Conveyor Speed：300-1800mm/Min
Solder Pot：Standard : 520 KG with cast iron solder pot,
option: 550KG with titanium solder pot
Machine Dimensions：4160(L)*1550(W)*1760(H)

Standard Durable cast iron solder pot for
lead-free Production
Titanium solder pot is optional
High power Mechanical pump to ensure stable
wave.

Power Wave

Solder Pot in/out and up/down driven by
motorized system with security device to avoid
any damage cause of incorrect operating.

Other Related Products:

Insertion conveyor

Inloading Conveyor

Compelling Cooling System to attain the great
cold-down slope as per lead-free required;
Conveyor angle can easily be adjusted by
manual.

Unloader Conveyor

PCB Depaneling Machine is Used to

Separate PCBs in Production

Overview:
Bentec PCB Depaneling Equipment provides a rich array of solution for manual and depanelling automation, customers
can flexibly choose our product :High precision Automatic PCB Router, Bench-top Automatic PCB router, Motorized PCB
depaneller , Manual PCB

Bentec PCB Depaneling Machine:
AR-450 Features
AR-450 PCB Router adopt high precision all servo
driving system and high quality routing spindle which
can ensure <0.05mm routing accuracy , x,y,z moving
speed can reach 500mm/s , routing speed can reach
50m/s. and machine is equipped high resolution CCD
which can automatically position fiducail mark and
correct coordinate offset . built in vaccum cleaner can
provide a clean work enviroment.

AR-450

AR-450 Specifications
X,Y,Z servo motor and driving system.
External lower noise vaccum cleaner
High quality routing spindle
Industrial PC and windows based English operation system
Fiducial mark positioning ,automatically correct coordinate offset.
Rotary double workIing table ,Max PCB size : 300*400mm *2pcs
Routing Accuracy : ±0.05（mm）

AR-450M Features

AR-450M

AR-450M PCB Saparator adopt servo driving system
and high quality routing spindle which can ensure
<0.05mm routing accuracy , x,y1,y2,z moving speed
can reach 500mm/s , routing speed can reach
50mm/s. and machine is equipped high resolution CCD
which can automatically position fiducail mark and
correct coordinate offset

AR-450M Specifications
X,Y1,Y2,Z servo motor and driving system.
Industrial PC and windows based English operation system.
Fiducial mark positioning ,automatically correct coordinate offset.
External lower noise vaccum cleaner
Double workIing table ,Max PCB size : 300*400mm *2pcs
High quality routing spindle

AR-2530D

AR-2530D Specifications
X,Y1,Y2,Z1,Z2 servo motor and driving system +U axis
Industrial PC and windows based English operation system.
Fiducial mark positioning ,automatically correct coordinate offset.
External lower noise vaccum cleaner
Double workIing table ,Max PCB size : 300*400mm *2pcs
High quality routing spindle
Lead screw and linear guide rail

AR-2530M Features

AR-2530M

AR-2530M PCB Saparator adopt servo driving system
and high quality routing spindle which can ensure
<0.05mm routing accuracy , x,y,z moving speed can
reach 500mm/s , routing speed can reach 50mm/s.
and machine is equipped high resolution CCD which
can automatically position fiducail mark and correct
coordinate offset

Top PCB clamper with customized vacuum
fixture ,bottom cutting system

Lead screw and linear guide rail

AR-2530D Features
AR-2530D has two z-axes, one is a round cutter
installed to cut v-cut slots, the other is a Milling cutter
installed to cut stamp holes. Can achieve a variety of
USES, cutting PCB board more extensive range.2 work
stations design greatly improve production efficiency .
External silence vaccum cleaner can provide a clean
work enviroment

Bottom cutting system.The utility model relates
to an anstistatic brush type bottom dust
collecting device.which has perfect dust
collecting effect.

AR-2530M Specifications
High Reliability cutting system；

After cutting the PCB board, the Router
automatically throws away thewaste board to
the waste collection box.To provide a clean
working environment.

Broken milling cutter detecting system
Full english software based on Win 7 OS.
Max PCB size :300*320mm
Superb vision system
High quality ,air cooling long service life routing spindle

Other Related Products:

Superb Vision system with fiducial mark
recognition function. Camera teaching for
programming.The software based on windows
7 opertion system .
MDS-510 Manual PCB Separator

MDS-508,509 Motorized PCB Separator

VISIT
www.bentec- int.com
TO SEE OUR WIDE RANGE
OF PRODUCTS.

www.Bentec
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